Abstract. Starting from a complex variable formulation for the two-dimensional steady flow equations describing the motion of a viscous incompressible liquid, a method is developed which carries out three integrations of the fourth order system in parametric form containing three arbitrary real functions.
Introduction. It is a feature of nonlinear differential equations that even when an exact solution is available it is not always possible to express the dependent variables as explicit functions of the independent variables. Clearly this can be a disadvantage when the dependent variables represent unknown physical quantities and the independent variables may be space and time. However, in some cases the solution can be parametrized in terms of derivatives, as in the elementary example x = pep , p = dy/dx . Differentiation with respect to y , followed by integration with respect to p, leads to a second equation y = {p2 -p + \)ep + c from which the net gain is a parametrization of x and y in terms of the first derivative p containing an arbitrary constant c. In this example it is possible to eliminate p to determine a relation between x, y, and c, although this is not the case with the more general equation x -f(p), which can be treated by the same technique. In general parametric representation represents a powerful method for displaying solutions of nonlinear differential equations especially when the solutions bifurcate as in the case of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The present paper attempts to extend this solution method to a certain class of partial differential equations and in particular the two-dimensional steady flow NavierStokes equations. Starting from a concise complex variable formulation for the flow equations first given in [1] , and subsequently rediscovered by others, an integration technique is developed which exhibits solutions in implicit parametric form. The dependent variables in the complex system are the stream function y and an auxiliary function 0 associated with the Bernoulli function, or total head of pressure. One major advantage in connection with the present analysis is that the complex flow equation is quasi-linear, autonomous, and contains only z = x -iy as independent variable.
A second feature of the method is to extend the solution space to complex valued stream functions, which in turn leads to a complex integration of an equation of Riccati type. From this it is shown there is a special form of the complex stream function which is a solution of the original system. One further integration is possible and three integrations of the fourth system are expressed in implicit parametric form containing three arbitrary real functions.
The equations of motion. The equations of motion for the steady flow of an incompressible viscous liquid can be written in the form
where q is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, p the density, v the kinematic viscosity, and B the Bernoulli function, or total head of pressure. In this representation part of the nonlinear convection term has been absorbed into the Bernoulli function. For two-dimensional flow the fluid velocity can be prescribed in terms of a stream function y/(x,y) and
The components of Eq. (1) are 
where vV = 4i//z-. From Eq. (3) the velocity components can be combined to define a complex velocity given by q = u + iv = 2 iy/~.
If a real function <j>(x, y) is defined by B = -vV24> = then (8) can be written as^z z + 'Xzz + ^Wzz = 0, (10) which implies^_ + />_ + (2i/)~Vi = i4"(z).
(11)
The arbitrary analytic function A(z) plays no role in the present analysis since it can be absorbed into the real function (f> by replacing </> by 0-^4(z) -A(z). In this case the Navier-Stokes equations can be expressed in the form (see [1] ) by
The complex conjugate equation is <j>zz~ iVzz + {2v)~lV2z = 0.
Elimination of (p by differentiation yields the usual vorticity equation
There are a few limiting cases worthy of note. First in the formal limit v -> 0, Eq. (13) reduces to
where is an arbitrary real function and lines of constant vorticity coincide with the streamlines. The second case corresponds to the limit v -► oo, in which case Eq. (12) becomes the creeping flow described by <^z + '>zz = ° (16) and the general solution is given by
where Dx(z) and Ex{z) are analytic in the fluid region. The only known general solution of (14) is represented by the stream function
which is viscosity independent.
Method of solution. Define the operators by
where (f), y/ are real functions of x , y , and F is a complex function of z ,~z . The equation
is of Riccati type and implies
where f(z) is an arbitrary analytic function of z in the fluid region. Since L, is invariant under the transformation F -> F + g(z), with g(z) arbitrary, the arbitrary function f(z) may be absorbed into F and Eq. (22) replaced by 
There is a solution of Eq. (38) of the form -(G + *) = r, + rr,
where T is an arbitrary function of <f>, y/ and the latter equation implies
where N(<p -y/) is an arbitrary function of (j) -y/ . Equation (38) 
It follows from (22) and (40) that if
then (f>, y/ satisfy L -0 since A, B ,T are determined from Eqs. (42), (43), (52) and do not place any restriction on F, (j>, y/. The function N(co) is an arbitrary function of a>. It is evident from (42), (52) that the function a{<f> -y/) can be absorbed into the function T, so without loss of generality a(4> -W) = 1 • Again from (43), (53) it follows (j>~, y/-can be expressed as
( 
K1'+= KA'+KB' ■ (5y)
These equations together with (42), (52), (54), (55) define a self-consistent general solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. It is also remarked by essentially setting f(z) = 1 in (22) that Eqs. (54), (55), (56), (57) are independent of z, which would otherwise lead to inconsistency. To achieve further progress in the integration process it is appropriate to return to (53) and eliminate y/ so that
and it follows there exists a real function x defined by
The consistency condition implies 
which is a type of nonlinear wave equation for which the solution (see [2] ) is y -x tan / = // (tan /), 
The system represented by (67) comprises 11 equations containing the six secondorder derivatives (pzz, </>-, 4>zJ, ^zz , ty-, (/zz , the four first-order derivatives co_, cojz, y/-and co, y/ . There are eight equations linear in the second-order derivatives and three linear in the first-order derivatives and it is a relatively routine but cumbersome procedure to eliminate these derivatives to produce two real equations containing co, if/ and (x, y). This elimination process is best suited to a symbolic computer language program and will not be carried out here. In spite of this the underlying analytical structure of the solutions is revealed and it is hoped in a future publication to present the solutions in a more accessible form so that streamlines can be constructed for specific functions H and N. As an example to check the method of solution consider the simplest representation for N(co) given 
